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DEAF FELLOWSHIP

HOW WE ARE SUPPORTING THE VISION AND MISSION OF FCOB

Deaf Fellowship Sunday’s 9:45 g.group

FCOB’s Deaf Fellowship (DF) is a congregation of Deaf people and their families seeking to reach the Mid-Maryland Deaf community
with the good news of Jesus Christ. It is our aim to see unbelieving Deaf people become committed followers of Jesus Christ by: Connecting (with God through His Word and prayer); Growing (to maturity as a community of believers); and Reaching (the Deaf world
for Jesus Christ).

Sunday 9:45 g.group
Every Sunday morning at 9:45 am, initially in the back of
the chapel, but now in the Multipurpose Room, you will
find an eclectic group of Deaf people - from different
backgrounds, to different ages and different experiences - gathering together for one purpose - to study God's
Word. What is different about this class is that it serves
people who do not yet know Christ, people who have
not grown up in the church and people who have all
kinds of questions that they might otherwise not ask in
a different Bible study group. This group began meeting
about 2 years ago, with Deb Myers leading, when some
individuals really wanted to be able to ask questions or
make comments without interrupting whatever lesson
•

New family-oriented Bible study on Sunday mornings that engages learning across generations

•

DF leadership presence in the ABRO program

•

Increased presence online: sermons: 754 plays in 31
different countries; Deaflight: 2136 plays

•

10.9% increase in giving

•

Tuesday morning devotion group for Maryland
School for the Deaf teachers continues into its
second year

was going on. The Bible study group has grown over the
years and it has introduced many people to Christ, as well
as to the idea of what church is all about. The class meets
the members where they are, and Deb's teaching style is
direct, yet encouraging and nonjudgmental. When asked
about the class, members will comment that they feel free
to ask or discuss anything they want - and that has helped
them gain a deeper understanding of Scriptures, of God
and of Christ's sacrifice. They have laughed together,
learned together, prayed together, and grown together. Prayers are much appreciated, as this class moves forward into its third year with more and more people joining!

•

Sushi Deaf Community
DIY workshop hosted
over 20 participants

•

Craft Global Missions
fundraiser raised $240

There is one body
and one Spirit, just as
you too were called to the
one hope of your calling,
one Lord, one faith, one
baptism, one God and
Father of all.
Ephesians 4:4-5
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